Effect of cell culture medium additives on color and acidic charge variants of a monoclonal antibody.
This manuscript summarizes the effect of certain cell culture medium additives on antibody drug substance coloration and acidic charge variants. It has been shown previously that B-vitamins and iron in the cell culture medium could significantly impact color intensity. In this manuscript, we detail the effect of several other cell culture components that have been shown to impact coloration. It is shown that if cystine is used instead of cysteine in the cell culture medium, coloration was reduced. Hydrocortisone has been shown to reduce coloration and boost specific productivity. The effect of a peptone/hydrolysate on coloration was investigated in cell culture experiments, which showed its use can lead to reduced coloration. Mechanisms by which these compounds influence coloration will be briefly discussed. Since it has been previously shown that antibody oxidation could potentially lead to coloration, the current effort was focused on screening for specific antioxidant additives to the culture medium to reduce coloration. An in-vitro incubation model was used to screen antioxidant compounds, several of which were found to significantly reduce antibody color, while some led to significantly increased color. Hypotaurine and carboxymethylcysteine, which had the most significant color reducing effect in the incubation study, were further tested in small-scale bioreactor cell culture experiments. These studies demonstrated that these compounds lead to reduced coloration in cell culture without affecting cell growth and titer. Hypotaurine, hydrocortisone, peptone, and cystine were also shown to reduce the acidic charge variant levels, which was previously shown to correlate with color. © 2018 American Institute of Chemical Engineers Biotechnol. Prog., 2018 © 2018 American Institute of Chemical Engineers Biotechnol. Prog., 34:1298-1307, 2018.